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Cosmic AccelerationCosmic Acceleration



 General Relativity:General Relativity:

        acceleration        acceleration

   energy densities:   energy densities:

                      Dark energy dominates now                      Dark energy dominates now



Dark Energy PropertiesDark Energy Properties

 Equation of state:Equation of state:

 AccelerationAcceleration

 PositivityPositivity of energy in general relativity of energy in general relativity





W=-1W=-1
 W=-1 W=-1 cosmological constantcosmological constant

 Vacuum energyVacuum energy

 Conflict with Particle PhysicsConflict with Particle Physics

 Requires a miraculous cancellation:Requires a miraculous cancellation:

                                                                  Cosmological Constant ProblemCosmological Constant Problem



W > -1W > -1

 Vacuum energy must vary in timeVacuum energy must vary in time

 4d description + covariance4d description + covariance

                                 dark energy                   field                                 dark energy                   field

 PotentialPotential

 Potential shape:Potential shape:

                                  run-away (                                  run-away (quintessencequintessence))



Nearly Nearly MasslessMassless Fields Fields

                           very fast roll                          very fast roll

                               implies that                              implies that

              indistinguishable from a cosmological constant              indistinguishable from a cosmological constant

  If                            then If                            then

 Nearly Nearly masslessmassless field field

 Leads to Leads to strong gravitational constraintsstrong gravitational constraints



Gravity TestsGravity Tests

 Fifth force experimentsFifth force experiments

 Equivalence principleEquivalence principle



ModuliModuli Fields Fields
 Are Are masslessmassless particles common? particles common?

                                                                                                                              YESYES

flat directions in flat directions in susysusy gauge theories gauge theories

geometric deformations of geometric deformations of compactificationscompactifications

radionradion, , dilatondilaton, , axionsaxions

 Flat directions can be lifted non-Flat directions can be lifted non-perturbativelyperturbatively

Inverse power lawInverse power law (run-away potential) (run-away potential)



   Effective field theories with gravity and    Effective field theories with gravity and modulimoduli

             coupling constant to matter             coupling constant to matter
    gravitational  coupling constant:    gravitational  coupling constant:

    Geodesics deviate from general relativity    Geodesics deviate from general relativity



BraneBrane Dynamics Dynamics



The The radionradion
  The distance between  The distance between branesbranes in the RS model provides a nice example: in the RS model provides a nice example:

The distance between the The distance between the branesbranes is is

  Deviations from Newton Deviations from Newton’’s laws law

 Far away Far away branesbranes                 small deviations                 small deviations

 Close Close branesbranes

                         constant coupling constant                         constant coupling constant



Chameleon FieldsChameleon Fields
  When coupled to matter,  When coupled to matter, modulimoduli have  matter dependent effective have  matter dependent effective

potentialpotential

 In cosmologyIn cosmology

coupling to coupling to nonrelativisticnonrelativistic matter only matter only



Chameleon field:  field with a matter dependent mass

A way to reconcile gravity tests and cosmology:

 Nearly massless field on cosmological scales

Massive field in the atmosphere

 Allow large gravitational coupling constant of order one or more

 Possible non-trivial effects in the solar system (satellite experiments)



Typical example:

       Ratra-Peebles potential

       Constant coupling to matter



Fifth force experiments:

                                   implies that

 coincidence with the energy density of the universe

Equivalence principle:

No violation as we live in a dense environment (the atmosphere)

Cosmological scales:                                        nearly massless

Solar system experiments:                                                  Problem?



The Thin Shell EffectThe Thin Shell Effect
 The field outside a compact body of radius R interpolatesThe field outside a compact body of radius R interpolates

between the minimum inside and outside  the bodybetween the minimum inside and outside  the body
 Inside the solution is nearly constant up to the boundary ofInside the solution is nearly constant up to the boundary of

the object and jumps over a thin shellthe object and jumps over a thin shell

 Outside the field is given byOutside the field is given by

 The thin shell is determined byThe thin shell is determined by



Thin shell:

   deviations from Newton’s law are given by

   for large objects (sun, earth, moon) , Newton’s potential

   is large and a thin shell is always present

   Planetary motion unaffected by the chameleon field (no anomaly in lunar

   ranging experiment)

Thick shell:

    for small objects, large deviations from Newton’s law if field

    essentially massless



Thin Thin vsvs Thick shells Thick shells



Satellite ExperimentsSatellite Experiments

 Sparse vacuum in the exterior  impliesSparse vacuum in the exterior  implies

 Inside the experiment, the field is not affectedInside the experiment, the field is not affected

 No thin shell for the test objects ( too small)No thin shell for the test objects ( too small)

 Large deviations from NewtonLarge deviations from Newton’’s laws law



PVLAS PVLAS vsvs CAST CAST
 PVLAS experiment could be seen as a result of thePVLAS experiment could be seen as a result of the

coupling:coupling:

 Limits on mass of scalar quite stringent:Limits on mass of scalar quite stringent:

 Contradicts CAST experiments on scalar emitted from theContradicts CAST experiments on scalar emitted from the
sunsun

 Conundrum can be overcome provided mass of scalarConundrum can be overcome provided mass of scalar
must be higher in the sun:must be higher in the sun:

                                                                        CHAMELEON ?CHAMELEON ?



 Universality of coupling:Universality of coupling:

 Large gravitational coupling:Large gravitational coupling:

 No contradiction with gravity tests, variation ofNo contradiction with gravity tests, variation of
constants, cosmology, astrophysics boundsconstants, cosmology, astrophysics bounds……..

 No deviation from gravity in satelliteNo deviation from gravity in satellite
experimentsexperiments……..



ConclusionsConclusions

 Chameleon fields can reconcileChameleon fields can reconcile
quintessence and gravity experimentsquintessence and gravity experiments

 Interesting prospects for  satelliteInteresting prospects for  satellite
experimentsexperiments

 Could explain PVLAS-CASTCould explain PVLAS-CAST


